








PREMIER Update  Notes  on  Sets  1  &  2,  plus  an
outline of the parts, were given in 18/505 & 21/602, Since
then a few sets have been seen on Ebay and David Hobson
has kindly sent details of his No.3 outfit, unused & still strung.
What  follows  also  includes  a  recap  of  some  of  the  earlier
material.

THE PARTS  The range, with my MECCANO-style names: S1-5
Strips 3,5,9,13,21h. A1,2 A/G 11,21h. C1-4: D/B; DAS 1*3h,
5,9*1h. B1-5 A/B: 2*2h; 2*1h; 1*1h; Rev. 2*1*1h. B6 Fish-
plate (shown as 2h Strip). B7 Corner Bracket 3*3h. B8,12,10,
11 L-Girder: 1*2*5,3h; 1*3*11,5h. F1-5 'Flexible' Plates: 3*5,
11h; 5*11,5h; 5*5h Curved. P1,1a Flanged Sector Plates 4,11h
long. P2,2a,3,3a,3b,3c Flanged Plates 5*11,5,3h,  3*11h, 7*9,
5h. P4,5,6,7 Perf. Plates 11*7,5h, 7*5,3h. T1,2 Trunnion, Flat
ditto. W1,2,3  Pulleys:  ½",1",  1" Bossed.
W4,6 1¾" Bush Wheel, 1¾" Wheel Disc.
W5,5a,7,7a Road  Wheels:  1½",1";
Bossed  1½",1".  L1-3  Axles  1,2½,4".  L5,6
Crank Handles 3½,6½".  L7 3" Crank Shaft. D
Screwdriver. NB Nut & Bolt. SC Spring Clip. H1
Hook. N5 Spanner.

Those shown in red above were listed in the
small format (early) manual but not in the later
one; the blue ones were additions in the latter.

The  actual  parts –  to  supplement  the
earlier notes on the parts the No.2 box right
gives some idea of many of them (the missing
right  end  matches  the  left).  The  red  colour
though is too pallid & the green parts found
are  usually  a  lighter,  fresher  shade.  Below,

parts from the large-format manual (no parts
are illustrated in the earlier, small manual).

As explained in OSN 18 there were some changes to a few
of the parts at some point, and the later ones can be seen in
Fig.2. Earlier:  ● Screwdriver  The shape of the wire handle
was similar  to  Meccano's.  ● Spanner  It  was  flat  with  an
angled end. ● Pulleys W2 & W3, nominally 1" Ø, were made
of two  7⁄8" Ø  formed aluminium discs  held by a brass bush:
short & 5⁄16" Ø on the Loose part; longer on the Fast & either
5⁄16" or  3⁄8" Ø, single- or double-tapped. (Later 1" Ø tinplate
discs  were  used.)  ● Road
Wheel It  was  originally
reported  as  being  a  fat
rubber ring on a pulley, but
was  actually,  as  right,  a
dished,  tinplate,  1½"  Ø
balloon  wheel  painted
black, with one of the Pulley discs on the outer  face
held by a short  5⁄16" Ø boss, as on the Pulley W2. (The later
Road Wheel, W7, was a 1¼" pulley made from 2 unpainted
tinplate formed discs held by a brass boss and fitted with a
rubber  ring,  1¾"  o.d.  (but  not  the  treaded  tyre  shown  in
Fig.3). It may have had a 3⁄8" Ø boss. As shown in Fig.2 there
was also a Rubber Ring for the 1" Pulleys which when fitted to
them presumably gave the W5 & W5a Road Wheels). ● Crank
Handle  It  had  shallow  bends of  about  30°.  ● Trunnions
Their base corners were square.

The Screwdrivers & Crank Handles were shown in OSN 18.

THE SETS  Five, Nos.1-5, were produced and the boxes for
Nos.2-4 were the same size in plan, 16*12", and had the same
lid label (Fig.1), except for the round box size sticker. The No.1
was in a smaller box, about 10½*9½", and the label, again

nearly as large as the lid, was the centre of the Fig.1 design
surrounded by the green  Strips  plus  a  narrow yellow outer
border. The Every Boy's Dream Set slogan was along the top
yellow border in black outlined letters.

As explained in OSN 18 more parts were added to the No.1
set at  some stage and it  is  likely that  the larger sets were
improved too. These changes seem to have occurred at the
same time as the changes in the parts, though some of the
'new'  sets  still  have  one  or  two  of  the  old  parts  in  them.
Nearly all the 'new' sets have the large format manual; the 'old'
ones the smaller version (see 18/505 & 1/6).

David's No.3 SET  As already mentioned the box is as the
No.2 except that it is 1¾" deep (against a bare 1") because it
has 2 layers of parts. The backing boards are yellow as before
and all the parts, apart from the N&B and other small items,
are individually strung. The set has the early pattern parts and
the small format manual. The N&B are untreated steel.

The  contents are:  4,2,2,4,4,4  of  2,3,5,9,13,21h  Strips;
2,2,2 of 3,5,9h long DAS; 4 A/B & 1x 2*2h A/B; 2 D/B; 2 each
Trunnions & Flat ditto; 1x 5*11h Flanged Plate; 1x 11h long
Flanged Sector Plate; (non) Flexible Plates: 2,2,2,2,1 of 3*5,
3*11, 5*5, 5*11, 5*5h Curved; 1 each Bush Wheel & Wheel
Disc;  7⁄8"  Ø Pulleys:  2  each  Fast  & Loose;  4 Road Wheels,
1½" Ø; Axles: 2,4 of 1,4" (2 of the 4" are housed in the lugs
of 9h DAS, held by Spring Clips); 1 Crank Handle, 6" long o/a;
1 Screwdriver;  1 Spanner;  33x 4BA square Nuts; 35 round-
headed Bolts; 8 Spring Clips.

The Price? 24/6 is pencilled on the underside of the box
and if that is the price it about the cost of a No.2 MECCANO in
the late 1950s. So how do the sets compare? A No.3 for the
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price of a No.2 and the PREMIER looks the more impressive
with the parts in 2 layers in a larger box. In terms of content
the PREMIER  has a few more Strip  parts  (though  a higher
proportion of shorter ones would have been better), about the
same number of Brackets & Plates, but fewer N&B (33 Nuts v.
46). Its parts also include the Sector Plate but the MECCANO
has useful parts like a Hook, 3⁄8" Bolts, a #187 Road Wheel, &
a Rod & Strip Connector. Another big plus for the MECCANO is
the  manual  models,  33  against  4,  better  looking  &  more
interesting.

SETS 4 & 5  All the Ebay sets seen are simply the box with a
few remaining parts. All that can be said is that the boxes are

deeper  than  the  No.3,  perhaps  2¾"  for  the  No.5  and
somewhere between for the No.4. So possibly they had 3 or
even 4 layers of parts.

The models for  these sets,  though few in  number,  are
much larger & more interesting than those for the smaller sets.
For the No.4 are a Tower Trailer with a Cord-operated rising
platform, a good Mobile Railway Crane, a fair, 2ft span Trans-
port 'Plane, & the Lorry below. The No.5's are another Mobile
Railway  Crane,  the  Lifting  Bridge  below,  a  27"  Sea-going
Steamship, the Giant Wheel in OSN 18, & the Jib Crane below.

MYSTERY PARTS  A Screwdriver and 2 Road Wheels have
been found in each of 2 lots which contained mainly PREMIER

parts. The Screwdriver is very similar
in shape to the early pattern round-
handled PREMIER part  but is  made
from  1⁄8"  Ø wire.  The Road Wheel,
below,  is  21⁄8"  o.d.,  with  an  eyelet

bush. Its tyre has 3 rows of
tread.  It  reminded  me  of  the
illustration of W5 in Fig.3 but it is of
course much bigger in diameter. Was
there ever a PREMIER treaded tyre?
Details  of  any  other  sightings  of
these parts would be very welcome.
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